3. B  Complete the sentences with most suitable answer among the given alternatives. Put a ring around your best choice.

Mr. Musoke’s invitation was turned .......... Because he never related well with people.

A. over  B. off  C. down  D. out

He thought she was wrong but was .......... polite to say it.

A. very  B. so  C. not  D. too

.......... I like food, I don’t eat much.

A. Just as  B. Much as  C. Such that  D. Such as

Kato was suspended from school for ............. the headmaster.

A. laying  B. lying  C. laying to  D. lying to

My grandmother lost her glasses and she had to get new ones from the .......... 

A. optician  B. pharmacist  C. physician  D. pathologist

He is ............ African novelist.

A. greatest than any  B. greater of  C. a great  D. the greatest of all

Nancy is ............ secretary we have ever had.
A. by far the best
B. very much the best
C. by far the better
D. very much better

The President was greeted with a deafening applause.
The underlined expression means the President was
A. made deaf by the applause
B. greeted by deaf people
C. greeted so much that he became deaf
D. cheered at very loudly

..................... are rough in most cases.
A. Boy’s games
B. Boy’s games’
C. Boys’ games
D. Boys’ Games

If a dictionary is of no help, you might try an encyclopedia. This sentence means the speaker
A. thinks the encyclopedia will help you but is not sure you will try it
B. does not think the encyclopedia will help you but encourages you to try it
C. is sure that the encyclopedia will be of help to you and encourages you to try it
D. is not sure the encyclopedia will be help to you but encourages you to try it.

With the opening up of so many FM stations, all types of news .................. every part of the country very fast.
A. Are reaching
B. Has reached
C. Reaches
D. Reach

Would you mind ............... box for me?
A. Carry
B. To carry
C. Carrying
D. About carrying

Wempa scarcely goes to school. The underlines word means
A. Never
B. Sometimes
C. Frequently
D. Very rarely

It’s surprising how much English he has

A. Picked up
B. Dropped off
C. Pulled up
D. Taken on

You …………….. go to bed now, otherwise you will look very tired tomorrow.

A. May not
B. Should not
C. Needn’t
D. Had better

The new factory for processing beef will be built on a different

A. Cite
B. Place
C. Venue
D. Site

I needn’t have laughed,……………….?  

A. Did I
B. Didn’t I
C. Need I
D. Needn’t I

My father looked at us and asked,………………..

A. “Who has not eaten?”
B. “Who has not eaten”?
C. Who has not eaten
D. Who has not eaten?

He still has to perform his …………….. Responsibilities.

A. Old, small, social
B. Small, old, social
C. Social, old, small
D. Old, social, small

Taking a soft piece of cloth, she began to ……………. the furniture in her house.

A. Sweep
B. Brush  
C. Scrub  
D. Dust

After every four years, the company disposes ...................... all the old vehicles.
A. out  
B. with  
C. of  
D. off

Our teacher says that ......................... a mark in an exam is very bad.
A. loosing  
B. losing  
C. loosening  
D. lose

You must always be in uniform,
A. must you?  
B. must I?  
C. you must?  
D. mustn't you?

He does not correct his work as .................. as he should.
A. thoroughly  
B. thorough  
C. better  
D. best

“Have you been to Lake Bunyonyi this year? The teacher asked .........................
A. that have you been to Lake Bunyonyi this year?  
B. whether I had been to Lake Bunyonyi this year.  
C. me to go to Lake Bunyonyi this year.  
D. whether I had not been to Lake Bunyonyi this year.

..................... uneducated person is at .................. disadvantage when he wants to become a trader.
A. The ..................... an ..................  
B. Un ..................... a ..................  
C. An ..................... a ..................  
D. A ..................... an ..................

Lead is the ..................... of all meals.
A. heavier  
B. more heavy
C. heaviest
D. most heavy

The thief jumped .................. the fence, when the crowd started chasing him.

A. across  
B. above  
C. past  
D. over

You ............ with Ronah when you went to Dar-es-salaam.

A. can stay  
B. could stay  
C. could have stayed.  
D. could even stay.

He is accused of sitting on the fence. The underlined phrase means

A. Using the fence as a seat.  
B. Hesitating to take sides  
C. Damaging the fence  
D. Hurrying to make a decision

3.11 Jean found the exercise ................ difficult than she expected.

A. the more  
B. far more  
C. so far  
D. too far

3.12 In well-organized societies, every man and woman ................ for the good of the community.

A. works  
B. work  
C. is working  
D. was working

3.13 It’s time the match ......................

A. ended.  
B. ends.  
C. had to end.  
D. is to end.

3.14 Peter said that the meeting for today has been................

A. given off.  
B. made off.
C. called off.
D. turned off.

3.15 The student who ............ the workers to strike was expelled.
A. tantalized
B. invited
C. called
D. incited

3.16 The infamous taxi drivers are staging another demonstration in town today. This means that they are ............
A. not well known.
B. well known.
C. well known for their bad acts.
D. not well known for their bad acts.

3.17 The mother spoke to her daughter ............... than one might have expected.
A. quiet
B. more quietly
C. so quietly
D. quietly

3.18 Change the following sentence into indirect speech. “Did you visit Rwanda while you were studying in Africa?” Mr. Jones asked his brother.
A. Mr. Jones asked his brother that did you visit Rwanda while you were studying in Africa?
B. Mr. Jones asked his brother that did he visit Rwanda while he was studying in Africa.
C. Mr. Jones asked his bother whether he had visited Rwanda while he was studying in Africa.
D. Mr. Jones asked his brother that had he visited Rwanda while he was studying in Africa.

3.20 The children were told to be ........... with property.
A. careful
B. serious
C. quick
D. difficult
It is raining now, so we would get wet if we ............ out.
A. go
B. went
C. had gone
D. have gone

She came here ........ the aim ...... seeing him.
A. with, of
B. on, of
C. about, of
D. for, of

The rules of the game are ........ Complicated than you can imagine
A. very far
B. far more
C. the more
D. much far

3.14 Good players are required; .......... secondary school students.
A. actually
B. preferably
C. reasonably
D. really

3.15 .............. I have known her, we have been great friends.
A. Until
B. When
C. Now
D. Since

3.16 Stop that noise, .................?
A. are you
B. will you
C. aren’t you
D. won’t you

3.17 Ojambo’s second wife even .............. extravagant than his first.
A. very
B. least
C. more
D. most
3.18 If I ……………. strong enough, I would fight a lion.
A. had been
B. have been
C. am
D. were

3.19 He spent ……………. unhappy childhood in the care of his step mother.
A. rather
B. a rather
C. rather a
D. such

3.20 **Mabel was not invited to the party but she got wind of it.** This expression means she;
A. got something from it.
B. got to know about it.
C. smelled the food cooking and came in.
D. was afraid she would not be invited.

3.11 The Biology teacher tried to dissuade John ….. offering Biology at A ‘level.
A. from
B. at
C. in
D. for

3.12 He leaves home in the morning and ….. school after.
A. arrives to
B. reaches at
C. reaches to
D. arrives at.

3.13 When the Minister visited our church, he was ….. a blue suit.
A. dressing
B. wearing
C. putting on
D. dressed

3.14 The politician gave such ….. speech that the audience wasn’t impressed.
A. a good
B. a tolerant
C. an ignorant
D. a boring

3.15 We never go there at all …..
A. Neither she does.
B. She neither does.
C. Neither does she.
D. She can’t either.

3.16 Jane always takes an extra pen with her ....... she runs out of ink.
A. in case if
B. in case
C. if in case
D. in case not

3.17 I .......... the play if only I had known about it at the time.
A. liked to have seen
B. should like to have seen
C. should like to see
D.

3.18 I was not sure ............
A. whose party was he supporting.
B. of whose party was he supporting.
C. whose party he was supporting.
D. the party of which was he supporting.

3.19 Peter showed no objection ............... us to the disco hall.
A. of accompanying
B. to accompanying
C. to accompany
D. for accompanying

3.20 Change the following sentence into indirect speech: “Do you have a driving licence?” the policeman asked. “No.” I replied.
A. The policeman asked me if I had a driving licence and I answered, no.
B. The policeman asked me if I have a driving licence and I answered, no.
C. The policeman asked me if I had driving licence and I said I didn’t.
D. The policeman asked me if I had a driving licence and I said I hadn’t.

3.11 Her husband promoted to pick her ........................ on his way home.
A. Up
B. Along
C. Over
D. Away

3.12 The signpost was ........................ small to be noticed.
A. So
B. Very
C. Too
D. As

3.13 The politician said, the daily Mirror would report.
A. Whatever
B. Whichever
C. Whoever
D. Whenever

3.14 All medicines should be kept out of the reach of children.
A. Hand
B. Touch
C. Contact
D. Reach

3.15 His knowledge of several languages is remarkable.
A. Is
B. Are
C. Were
D. Is being

3.16 The young sister was the most likeable of the two.
A. Most likeable
B. Fully likeable
C. Unlikeable
D. More likeable

3.17 The examiners will have finished their work by a week.
A. A weeks’ time
B. Next week time
C. This time next week
D. The space of a week

3.18 Allan is much taller than when I saw him at Entebbe last year. He must have grown a lot since then.
A. Have been growing
B. Had grown
C. Have grown
D. Had been growing

3.19 Last evening Mr. Mulindwa bought for his new house.
A. Furniture
B. Furnitures
C. A lot of furnitures
3.20 That sounds like a train .........................?
A. Isn’t it
B. Doesn’t it
C. Is it
D. Didn’t it

3.11 Our teacher ......................... us a test when the Headmaster entered.
A. has given
B. gives
C. was giving
D. will give

3.12 Little ......................... know the consequences of our section.
A. did we
B. we did
C. we didn’t
D. didn’t we

3.13 Night doesn’t say much. She is very .................
A. reserved
B. shut up
C. keep quiet
D. silence

3.14 John and Mary vowed that they would never let anything come ............ them
A. amidst
B. around
C. between
D. among

3.15 Kasuubo is .......................... girl.
A. a 18 years old
B. 18 year old
C. 18 years old
D. an 18 year – old

3.16 Choose the correct response.
Unless you ......................... hard, I shall not support you any more.
A. Will work
B. Could work
C. Work
D. Worked
3.17 She asked him …………………
A. how she could improve her English
B. how could she improve her English
C. how she is for improve her English
D. how she was improving her English

3.18 The headmaster was too angry …………………
A. for what we had done
B. that he beat the boy who lied to him
C. to listen to our excuses
D. than I had ever seen him before.

3.19 WE thought we had heard a voice ……………………… ?
A. wasn’t it
B. had we
C. didn’t we
D. isn’t it

3.20 We’ll ……………....... outside your house at midday.
A. picked you
B. pick you up
C. lift you
D. lift you up

3.11 No citizen is above the law, ______________ he rich or poor.
A. Be
B. Even if
C. Whether
D. Though

3.12 They are in form four, ________________?
A. Is it
B. Isn’t it
C. Aren’t they
D. Do they

3.13 He ________________ in the school for the last three years,
A. Was working
B. Is working
C. Had worked
D. Has been working

3.14 The weather was ______________ dull that we could not play outside.
A. So
B. Rather
C. Too
D. Much

3.15 The ________________ man is my husband.
A. Tall, dark, English, handsome
B. Tall, dark, handsome, English
C. English, dark, tall, handsome
D. English, handsome, dark, tall

3.16 After the game was over, the spectators ________________.
A. Will dispose
B. Were dispersing
C. Dispersed
D. Disperse

3.17 The house was ________________ Furnished.
A. Luxuriantly
B. Luxuriously
C. Expansively
D. Leisurely

3.18 Which of the alternatives given is most correctly punctuated:
A. “What an interesting book this is!” Exclaimed John.
B. “What an interesting book this is” exclaimed John.
C. “What an interesting book this is! Exclaimed John.
D. “What an interesting book this is”! exclaimed John.

3.19 MR. Smith’s condition gets very ________________ When people disturb him.
A. aggrieved
B. aggravate
C. agog
D. Apologetic

3.20 He receives no pay as the post is an ________________ one.
A. honourable
B. onerous
C. honorarium
D. honorary

3.11 The ________________ of the epidemic was marked by rampant diarrhea.
A. onset
B. outset
C. outbreak
D. upset
3.12 **You shall have** as many books as you need. The underlined phrase means
A. I promise to give you
B. I must give you
C. I may give you
D. I am required to give you

3.13 I wish you .................. “Julius Caesar” at the National Theatre, it is a marvelous production.
A. will see
B. would see
C. see
D. have seen

3.14 His house-mate .................. to have arrived before six O’clock.
A. ought
B. must
C. was
D. tried

3.15 If the back benchers .................. so loudly, we would have heard what the speaker actually said.
A. have not been talking
B. had not been talking
C. were not talking
D. did not talk

3.16 After a hard day’s work the meal as a welcome .................. for the hungry peasants.
A. spectacle
B. sight
C. scene
D. view

3.17 Okello sits .................. Ouma and Musoke.
A. besides
B. adrift
C. between
D. next day

3.18 Baguma, you are so slow! This project .................. weeks ago.
A. should complete
B. might be completing
C. must have completed
D. ought to have been completed

3.19 When a person grows old, his vitality and creative power .................
A. deteriorate  
B. disappear  
C. slow down  
D. evaporate

3.20 capital punishment may be a **discouraging influence against repeated crimes**. The underlined above means:
A. determent  
B. deterrent  
C. barrier  
D. dissuasion

3.11 The rat had been surrounded by driver ants and .......... to death.
A. had bitten it  
B. had bitten  
C. bitten  
D. bitten it

3.12 I’m sure he stole it. He .......... , because he was the only one there.
A. must  
B. must have  
C. must do  
D. must be

3.13 You will have to carry out the agreed programme .......... Your own personal feelings.
A. no matter  
B. whatever  
C. whatever are  
D. however

3.14 You .......... Come to my house for the book. My sister will bring it to school.
A. needn’t  
B. had to  
C. wouldn’t  
D. didn’t need to

3.15 The students agreed that they .......... wear a white polyester shirt than none.
A. might  
B. had to  
C. could  
D. would rather

3.16 People who steal regularly certainty .......... be caught sooner or later.
A. will  
B. would
C. might
D. could

3.17 It is high time we .................................................. the kitchen floor.
A. should scrub
B. scrub
C. scrubbed
D. must scrub

3.18 The boat capsized and several of us only narrowly escaped ...............
A. drowning
B. to drown
C. to be drowned
D. being drowned

3.19 Because of the bomb scare, all residents of the area had to be evacuated.
The underlined word means
A. made redundant
B. expelled
C. deported
D. moved out

3.20 “I’m afraid he is not at home.” Give the corresponding question.
A. Have you seen Juma?
B. Can I see Juma, please?
C. Is anyone at home?
D. How is Juma?

3.11 She stood by the door hoping he would notice her, but he intentionally .......... her.
A. dismissed
B. abandoned
C. forget
D. ignored

3.12 They all wanted to be rude to each other but they kept up a show of being ............
A. polite
B. brave
C. gallant
D. mild

3.13 The treasurer had been .......................... Corporation funds for some weeks before he was found out.
A. cheating
B. defrauding
C. pertaking
D. embezzling

3.14  The speaker was accused of ....................... the crowd to violence.
A. luring
B. enticing
C. inciting
D. tantalizing

3.15  They wrote their answers ...................... that they had finished well before the end of the examination.
A. quite quickly
B. so quickly
C. more quickly
D. very quickly

3.16  “I am sorry I spoke to you so rudely over the phone. I took you ........... Someone else.
A. to
B. were
C. for
D. as

3.17  We found it difficult to get a suitable flat because no ................... houses are being built in this area.
A. any
B. enough
C. further
D. more

3.18  The body was found in the grave where it had ....................... for centuries.
A. lain
B. laid
C. been laid
D. lay

3.19  In a modern state, everybody from the highest to the lowest ........... obey the law.
A. have to
B. has to
C. were to
D. are to

3.20  The two of them were looking into ..................... eyes, whispering words of love.
A. each other
B. their
C. each of the other’s
D. the other’s
3.11 Peter told her .................. he had said.
A. why
B. that
C. when
D. all that

3.12 I wish I ....................... more interesting books to read.
A. have found
B. would found
C. can find
D. could find

3.13 He’s got ....................... of money, but very little sense.
A. a lot
B. much
C. enough
D. a great

3.14 Hosea .................. in Fort Portal for the last six years.
A. working
B. has been working
C. is working
D. was working

3.15 His shyness and inability to speak English made him feel most ............
A. proud
B. embarrassed
C. dignified
D. excited

3.16 There is ....................... as not passing exams in that school.
A. not such thing
B. not such a thing
C. not a thing such
D. no such thing

3.17 He will not earn very much .................. he works harder.
A. if
B. when
C. unless
D. because
3.18 Uganda is ..........................
A. a beautiful, exciting, small country
B. a small, beautiful, exciting country
C. beautiful, small, exciting country
D. small, strict beautiful, an exciting country.

3.19 .................................. of the two passed the exams.
A. all
B. neither
C. nor
D. both

3.20 She didn’t give me ................. pocket money.
A. a bit
B. some
C. any
D. little

1.1 .................................. me to the beach with you?
A. Do you take
B. Are you take
C. Will you take
D. You take

1.2 The news that we received was very disheartening. This means the news was ..................
A. Sad
B. Fair
C. Flat
D. Amusing

1.3 There was a ......................... Of meningitis in Uganda a few years ago.
A. Breakout
B. Get out
C. Break up
D. Run up

1.4 It is supposed .......................... In England next time.
A. To have made
B. Be made
C. To have been made
D. To make

1.5 What is .............................. At the Video hall today?
1.6 The teacher furiously demanded ……………………………
   A. Us to leave
   B. That we should leave
   C. Us that we should leave
   D. To us that we should leave.

1.7 Juma …………………………….. to buy a house.
   A. Had no enough money
   B. Had no any money
   C. Didn’t have enough money
   D. Hadn’t some money

1.8 There was a group of ………………………. monkeys on the roof of the lodge.
   A. Velvet
   B. Vervet
   C. Vevelt
   D. Velt

1.9 The club decided to make a ……………………… to the salvation army.
   A. Present
   B. Settlement
   C. Subsidy
   D. Donation

1.10 The manager was accused ………………………………. Stealing the company’s money.
    A. For
    B. Of
    C. About
    D. Onto

1. A 3. B   For items 3.11 to 3.20 put a ring around the letter of the correct answer.

3.11 It was his most …………………. deed, to dive into the water and save the child.
   A. heroic
   B. silly
   C. daring
   D. extraordinary

3.12 The water was very ……………………. and we couldn’t swim easily.
   A. shallow
B. sparse
C. deep
D. infectious

3.13 In not time people get fed ......................................... a tyrant ruler.
A. down with
B. up with
C. across with
D. fully with

3.14 The building collapsed as its ......................... was weak.
A. bottom
B. base
C. floor
D. foundation

3.15 While crossing the railway line, his car broke ....................
A. up
B. down
C. off
D. apart

3.16 When he reached the station, the train ......................... already.
A. left
B. has left
C. had left
D. was leaving

3.17 Never ................................. so hilariously.
A. they laughed
B. the would laugh
C. they have laughed
D. had they laughed

3.18 The Police force is always alert in ....................... crime.
A. shutting
B. prohibiting
C. preventing
D. arresting

3.19 He ............................... in the school for the last three years.
A. was working
B. is working
C. had work
D. has been working
3.20 Being tired, Grace ................. on the way.
A. laid down
B. had lain
C. lay down
D. lied down

3.11 ‘I don’t understand it,’ he said. ‘I don’t .........................’ I replied.
A. don’t I?
B. too
C. either
D. neither

3.12 They asked him if he had any objection .......... them to the police station.
A. of accompanying
B. to accompanying
C. for accompanying
D. to accompany

3.13 The defeated has a hard-working population and many national resources. If only it .................more industries of its own.
A. had
B. has
C. will have
D. should have

3.14 The defeated team left the field looking extremely ...................
A. dejected
B. dismantled
C. distorted
D. grievous

3.15 Eventually the nurse cast her eyes over the rows of patients and asked .........................
A. , ‘who had been waiting longest?’
B. , ‘who had been waiting longest’?
C. who had been waiting longest?
D. who had been waiting longest.

3.16 .................. his inefficiency, he was quite a successful businessman.
A. But for
B. As for
C. For all
D. in return for
3.17 It was not clear ....................... he was referring to.
A. the one
B. which one
C. the one which
D. as to that

3.18 While not exactly admiring him .....................
A. they did not respect him
B. they still respected him
C. he deserved to be respected
D. he did not deserve respect

3.19 His wife’s infidelity was something he would rather .....................
A. to have discovered
B. not to have discovered
C. to have not discovered
D. not have discovered

3.20 I wanted to learn Arabic, but I was ..................... by the appearance of the script.
A. run down
B. put off
C. cut off
D. carried away

3.11 Barely ......................... started off when Mr. Kamba arrived at the stage.
A. the bus had
B. had the bus
C. the bus
D. hadn’t the bus

3.12 The garden was ......................... planted with beans.
A. wholly
B. wholly
C. holy
D. holly

3.13 S.1’s are rarely given hand-outs for ..................... is currently very expensive.
A. satutory
B. stationery
C. stationary
D. stationer

3.14 People who did not know the meaning of “Foods Day” called John a .....................
A. lair
B. layer  
C. liar  
D. liar

3.15 The parent is ....................... to know his sons’ examination results.  
A. ambitious  
B. anxious  
C. sensitive  
D. ambiguous

3.16 My brother’s hopes were .......................  
A. chattered  
B. shattered  
C. chartered  
D. shuttered

3.17 My classmate was ....................... with his pocket money.  
A. economist  
B. economic  
C. economical  
D. economized

3.18 He expressed his liking ....................... modern novels.  
A. to  
B. for  
C. of  
D. with

3.19 His sister got married in 1965 and .................. three children so far.  
A. will have  
B. has got  
C. is having  
D. is to have

3.20 I cannot make ....................... the message which has been written in code.  
A. off  
B. up  
C. out  
D. for

3.11 Anne’s stubbornness was a stumbling-block to her progress. The underlined words mean:  
A. starting point  
B. a matter of much discussion  
C. an obstacle  
D. means
3.12  Robert showed great presence of mind when the fire broke out.
   A. ran away
   B. put the fire out
   C. calmly did what was necessary
   D. took a long time to think

3.13  The quarrel between the husband and his wife resulted ............ a fight.
   A. with
   B. to
   C. into
   D. as

3.14  He was accused ................breaking into the Manager’s office.
   A. for
   B. of
   C. about
   D. on

3.15  Why do you always ................my statements?
   A. counteract
   B. counterfeit
   C. contradict
   D. contend

3.16  Out team .................. more goals than theirs.
   A. won
   B. put
   C. played
   D. scored

3.17  ......................teachers take interests in their pupils’ work, they will not pass.
   A. if
   B. since
   C. unless
   D. though

3.18  One of the questions he was asked at the interview was:
   A. “Have you read Macbeth?”
   B. have you read Macbeth?
   C. have you read Macbeth?”
   D. that have you read Macbeth.

3.19  Her husband will believe anything and is easily .........................
A. taken in
B. taken up
C. taken to
D. taken through

3.20 No ................... than fifteen people were injured in the Entebbe road accident.
A. fewer
B. more
C. lesser
D. greater

3.11 Newton ....................... number of scientific theories during his life time.
A. announced
B. expanded
C. expedited
D. propounded

3.12 There is no way ................... to the dead.
A. for talking
B. talked
C. of talking
D. talking

3.13 We went to Malaba Boarder Post and bought things cheaply. We felt we had got ............
A. the worth of our money
B. our money worth
C. the worthy of our money
D. our money with worth

3.14 If I ......................... known it would rain, I would have carried an umbrella.
A. have
B. heard
C. had
D. hard

3.15 Before the exams begin next November,
A. we shall cover the syllabus content properly
B. we shall have covered the syllabus content properly
C. we shall be covering the syllabus content properly
D. we are covering the syllabus content properly

3.16 The battle at Lukaya was crucial.
The Underlined word means
A. Important
B. Dangerous
C. Decisive
D. Discorded

3.17 The complainants statement was **supported**.
A. corroborated

3.11 The boy denied ........................ to do with theft.
A. having had anything
B. having had nothing
C. to have anything
D. to have something

3.12 Geckos have suction pads on their feet which enable them to ................... walls and even ceilings.
A. clutch at
B. clasp
C. grab
D. cling to

3.13 The boxer’s ..................landed on his opponent’s nose.
A. stroke
B. slap
C. beat
D. punch

3.14 In a period of economic .....................a country is likely to make progress.
A. depression
B. booming
C. boom
D. blooming

3.15 She as charged ........................careless driving.
A. on
B. of
C. with
D. for

3.16 If you look at .................... Hat he is wearing, you will know where he comes from.
A. the
B. his
C. a
D. what

3.17 “Some of us think that you had another reason for coming here.”
“Why ..................” Replied the detective
A. So did I
B. I did so
C. So I did,
D. So I had

3.18 Novel, *Tortilla Flat* is a brainchild of John Steinbeck. This means that it was
A. born by Steinbeck
B. written by Steinbeck
C. made by Steinbeck
D. printed by Steinbeck

3.19 He perpetually kept watch over the property. “Perpetually” here means
A. sometimes
B. often
C. always
D. occasionally

3.20 Choose the correctly punctuated sentence below
A. Mr. Amanya, who is our teacher, will soon be transferred.
B. Mr. Amanya who is our teacher, will soon be transferred.
C. Mr., Amanya who is our teacher will soon be transferred.
D. Mr. Amanya who is our teacher will soon be transferred.

3.18 The minister *scrutinized* the Commissioners report. The underlined word means
A. printed
B. rejected
C. held back
D. examined

3.19 He asked his mother if he could spend the next holiday at his friend’s home and she said she would think about it over lunch. This means:
A. she will only think about it if he eats his lunch
B. she will think about it only after having lunch
C. she will think about it instead of having lunch
D. she will think about it while having lunch
She was sitting under the tree when the snake bit her. This can best be replaced by:

A. sitting under the tree, the snake bit her
B. sitting under the tree, she was bitten by the snake
C. sitting under the tree, she bit the snake
D. sitting under the tree, the snake beat her